Abstract: The electronic structure of hBN defects remains poorly defined despite its importance for room-temperature single-photon sources. We address this deficiency by characterizing shelving dynamics and photon correlations between photochemically modified electronic transitions.
Despite growing interest in solid-state single photon emitters (SPEs) [1] , the fundamental description of many solidstate SPEs remains undeveloped. In hBN, modeling and microscopy of the atomistic origins of defect-based SPEs have proven inconclusive as have efforts to optically characterize electron-photon and electron-electron interactions. Recent results have shown that spectrally resolved, two-color Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometry can be used to characterize electron-phonon interactions in hBN [2] . Here we use the same technique to explore the two-color correlation function g (2) jk (τ) for spectrally distinct electronic transitions in dense SPE spectra.
The spectral content of the photoluminescence for a SPE in a few-layer hBN flake remained unchanged under 532-nm excitation and for 405-nm excitation under vacuum, but when the SPE was irradiated with a 405-nm laser over a 16.2-hour period in atmosphere, significant variation in the uPL is observed which we attribute to photochemical reactions as seen in Fig. 1 . While some of the features in Fig. 1 can be attributed to phonon replicas, at least three features appear to be zero-phonon lines (ZPLs). Spectrally filtered Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometry performed with filters centered at wavelengths of 575 nm, 540 nm, and 460 nm was used to characterize the photon antibunching associated with three ZPLs starting at 13.5 hours, and finishing before the 13.8-hour spectrum was acquired, as shown in Fig. 2 . Notably the second order correlation function associated with the transition near 540 nm exhibits significant electron shelving effects, with photon bunching of nearly 3.5 for small τ. Perhaps more critically, the cross-correlations between these ZPLs show markedly different statistics. Figure 2c illustrates strong shelving and photon antibunching dynamics in the two-color correlation function for the ZPLs near 540 nm and 575 nm, whereas Fig. 2d illustrates no evidence of antibunching for the ZPLs near 575 nm and 460 nm. If the spectral content of Fig. 1 were a result of several non-interacting defects, then each ZPL would be uncorrelated with the others, resulting in a two-color correlation function like that shown in Fig. 2d . The cross-correlation in Fig. 2c can be explained by attributing the transitions near 575 nm and 540 nm to either different excited states of the same defect or to two strongly interacting defects. Ongoing experiments are combining spectrally tunable optical excitation of these states with improved spectral resolution in the colored Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometer, variable temperature operation ranging from 10mK-300K, and gas injection for exploration of the origins of the photochemical processes involved in these defect-based single photon emitters.
